Avalanches triggered by Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in a cylindrical plasma device.
A profile-evolving simulation of the Controlled Shear Decorrelation Experiment (CSDX) linear device is performed with our newly developed code. The simulation result shows an excellent agreement with the experimental observations of profiles and fluctuations of plasma density and electric potential in the B=1000 G standard discharges, suggesting the mechanism of their evolutions. According to our simulation, an avalanche of plasma density, featuring a rapid destruction of particle profile, is triggered every time the dominant instability transits from near adiabatic collisional drift wave to non-adiabatic Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The avalanches always start at the point where the local vorticity is the maximum among the whole device. A critical vorticity is found for any avalanche to happen. The avalanches always lead to intermittent particle and heat convective structures outside the main plasma column, and these structures are ejected out as avaloids when zonal flow intensity at birth time is weak.